The Unconference Discovery Dialogue

A one-day (8:30am to 3:45pm) self-organizing conference that extracts the collective intelligence of 200 to 300 participants from across the Health Link Partners -- including "the whole system in the room" (i.e. all perspectives present)

**Ted Ball** will provide participants with a best practice complex adaptive system design filter for people to think systemically as they talk together over the day about how the Health Link can succeed in achieving its purpose.

**Misha Glouberman** will facilitate a self-organizing Unconference, using a systems thinking filter that will extract break-through thinking and collective intelligence about how the Health Link can succeed.

Within 24-36 hours of your Unconference, each participant will receive a Conference Summary Report that captures what they, and their colleagues think we should do -- in order to succeed in achieving our purpose as a Health Link.

For an example of such a report, see Open Space Forum On Primary Care In Alberta.

Call **Ted Ball** @ 416-581-8814 to explore "fit".
(Not available June 17th -July 5th, 2013)